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Overview
TheDNS Forwarding Proxy (DFP) is a service within NIOS, used to encrypt and forward recursive DNS

queries to the BloxOne Threat Defense Cloud. DFP is the preferredmethod for forwarding DNS traffic to

BloxOne Threat Defense as opposed to standard DNS forwarders. The purpose of this guide is to

supplement the official NIOSDFP configuration guide with practical guidance.

DFP Service Best Practices and Considerations
The following is a list of common areas where a best practice is recommended tomaximize the Infoblox DFP

service.

1. Starting in NIOS 8.5, the DFP service can bemanaged, started, and stopped just like other NIOS

services such as DNS, DHCP, or NTP. DFP is configured either at the grid level or member level

under the CSP Config properties of the Grid Properties or the DFPGridMember Properties editor

in NIOS. It is recommended to configure CSP credentials at themember level, not at the grid level.

2. Be sure the firewall will allow 443 outbound access for each grid member running DFP as described

in the DFP Firewall Configuration section of this doc.

3. When the CSP configuration is set for the first time, NIOSwill dynamically download the required

microservice containers from the CSP. If the CSP Config is set at the grid level, NIOSwill download

DFP containers from every device in the grid. This will create an on-prem host for each grid

member. This typically takes 3-10minutes per device depending on the size and needs of your

environment. During this time, local DNS traffic will be resolved but recursive DNS requests will

queue until the DFP is online. Plan for this service interruption before activating DFP.

4. Youmust enter your CSP credentials into the BloxOne Threat Defense Cloud Integration in your

Properties menu. To enable this on the grid level, navigate toGrid→GridManager→Grid
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Properties Editor. Click Toggle AdvancedMode and then navigate toBloxOne Threat Defense

Cloud Integration. Enter your email and password credentials for the CSP.

5. NIOS uses a CSP join token to authenticate to the CSP. A single join token can authenticatemany

NIOS devices. SeeManaging Join Tokens for On-PremHosts in the Infoblox Threat Defense

documentation for more information about join tokens. Once NIOS authenticates to the CSPwith

the join token, a host will be dynamically created with the prefix ZTP_ as shown in the example

below.

6. Allow up to 10minutes for the host andDFP service to fully activate. Monitor the process within

the CSP by refreshing the Hosts page. Navigate toManage→ Infrastructure to ensure that the

statuses for the NIOS proxies that you have registered are active.

7. Be sure to configure DFP failover configuration in the DFP Service config in NIOS. In theMember

DFP Properties editor, select the Fallback to the default resolution process if BloxOne Threat

Defense Cloud does not respond check box to forward recursive queries to the local root name

servers in case BloxOne Threat Defense fails or if BloxOne Threat Defense fails to resolve recursive

queries.
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8. For newly configured DNS forwarding proxies in NIOS, Infoblox recommends that you keep this

option selected until you have verified that the NIOS proxies are functioning properly. You can set

these forwarders inGrid DNS Properties→ Forwarders if desired.

9. Check theAdd client IP,MAC addresses andDNSView name to outgoing recursive queries and

theCopy client IP,MAC addresses andDNSView name to outgoing recursive queries boxes in the

GridDNS Properties editor to include the client IP, MAC address andDNS viewwith forwarded

queries.
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DNS Forwarding Checks
If your grid contains delegated subzones, select the Don’t use forwarders to resolve queries in subzones

check boxwhen configuring the Properties of the parent’s authoritative zone. This causes queries that

require delegation to be sent to the BloxOne Threat Defense Cloud instead of the delegated servers.

Otherwise, delegations will not function properly because DNS forwarding takes precedence over

delegation. See Configuring a Delegation and Configuring Authoritative Zone Properties in the Infoblox

NIOS documentation for more information.
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DFP Firewall Configuration
Configure your firewalls to allow outbound connections to BloxOne from each grid member running DFP.

The following table provides port usage for the BloxOne on-prem hosts. Every NIOS grid member that

forwards to BloxOne Threat Defense will need outbound 443 access to the following addresses:

Domain Port Description

Cp.noa.infoblox.com
app.noa.infoblox.com
csp.infoblox.com
grpc.csp.infoblox.com
tide.infoblox.com

443 Management, logging

52.119.40.100

103.80.5.100

443, 53 DNS over TLS forwarding

Note: The source address will be the physical IP of the NIOS device, not a Virtual IP.

IPAMMetadata Upload
Follow the instructions on Collecting IPAMMetadata from aNIOS Source to upload IPAMMetadata to the

CSP fromNIOS. You can upload useful IPAMmetadata from the NIOS grid to be enriched in BloxOne

Threat Defense, such as Hostnames, DHCP Fingerprints andmore.
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